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MeacoCLEAN AIR PURIFIER – CA-HEPA 76x5 WiFi

SPECIFICATIONS

Rated Voltage AC100-240V 50 / 60Hz

Rated Power 50W

Sleep Mode Yes

Wi-Fi Yes

Air Flow 150 / 250 / 450m3/h

Timer 2h / 4h / 8h

Nightlight Yes

Child Lock Yes

Noise Level 25 / 39 / 56dB

Area Coverage 76m3 Cleaned 5 times / hour

Dimensions HDW  497 x 270 x 303mm

Gross Weight 5.7kg

Nett Weight 4.6kg

Product Name MeacoCLEAN AIR PURIFIER – CA-HEPA 76x5 WiFi

The new MeacoCLEAN CA-HEPA 76x5 is a 
stylish air purifier that comes with WI-FI to make 
combating allergens and airborne pollutants 
an easier and more pleasant experience.

The PM2.5 precision laser sensor measures the 
number of particles in the air providing you 
with accurate reading via the large display 
and the colour changing collar.  The fan 
draws the dirty air in from all sides of the air 
purifier giving you near 360° air cleaning.  
The H11 HEPA filter then removes 99.95% of 
the particles from the air with a pre-filter and 
charcoal filter for extra cleaning.

As your room becomes healthier and cleaner the 
air quality light will change colour to reassure 
you that you are breathing in cleaner air.

The 76x5 is perfect for use in the bedroom as 
the night mode turns the lights off and reduces 
the noise level down to that of a whisper.

All of this is powered by a low energy DC 
brushless fan motor and can be controlled by 
the free app that allows you to control the 
MeacoCLEAN remotely and will compare 
your indoor pollution levels with local 
readings outside so you know when pollen is 
high for example and you might want to run 
the machine for longer and harder.

The MeacoCLEAN CA-HEPA 76x5 can clean 
the air in rooms of 75m³ five times every hour 
so it is suitable for use throughout the home 
and office to give you cleaner and  healthier 
air to breathe.
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Delegação de Lisboa 
Tel: 219 151 792 
lisboa@megaclima.pt

Delegação de Queluz 
Tel: 21 925 00 28 
queluz@megaclima.pt

Serviços Centrais
Rua Francisco Ribeirinho, 28
Centro  Empresarial Abrunheira – Escritório 11            
Abrunheira 2710-736 Sintra 
www.megaclima.pt

Tel:219 253 300 
        geral@megaclima.pt
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